The Rising of Ojek Difa, Positioning Difabel as Subject in Providing Inclusive Public Transportation Service for Yogyakarta Indonesia
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ABSTRACT

Transportation sector plays a vital role in supporting society mobility. Therefore, the public transportation services must be accessible to all community levels without exception, including the people with disability or difabel. But the facts show that in Yogyakarta for the difabel it is still relatively difficult to access public transportation services. It is caused by several factors such as: the infrastructure is not accessible, the number of fleets are insufficient, and the affordability route problem. These conditions then ignited the difabel to create a difabel-friendly transportation mode, which now is popularly known as Ojek (motorcycle taxi) Difa. The name of Difa was adapted from the word of Difabel or differently abled. This transportation mode is provided, managed, and piloted by the difabel, even though the other society may also use this service. This research uses the qualitative type, descriptive approach, and interactive modeling of data analysis by Miles and Huberman. The data collection is done by in-depth interview, observation, documentation, and literature study. The researcher used this method because the principle objectives of this study aimed to describe and illustrate in a systematic, factual, and accurate statement of the fact and the relationship between phenomenons. The research results showed that Ojek Difa can open a job opportunity to difabel where they had difficult experience in getting work both formal and informal. Moreover, Ojek Difa also is able to improve the socio-economics welfare and establish confidence for their members. It is proved that difabel not only deserves to be object of public transportation services that are provided by the government or the private sector, but also capable of being the subjects who act as a service provider. The rising popularity of Ojek Difa is appropriate with the Javanese local wisdom – migunani tumraping liyan – which means is useful to others. They are not only give beneficial for difabel’s mobility, but also gives benefit to the whole Yogyakarta society in providing inclusive public transportation services.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Yogyakarta is known as a tourism and education city in Indonesia whose name is recognized worldwide. Various exotic tourism destinations and prominent universities can be easily found in this city. This special region is very thick with Javanese culture and philosophy, which are deemed valuable. To strengthen this status, the Local Government of Yogyakarta Special Region seeks to provide adequate infrastructure, for example in the transportation sector. The public transportation sector has become an important concern because it is very influential on the mobility of citizens. One of the newest modes that plays a vital role is the Trans Jogja bus. Trans Jogja was introduced to the public with the spirit of providing inclusive transportation for the whole society, including people with disabilities or difabel.

Meanwhile, the increasing rate of population growth in Yogyakarta Special Region will certainly have an impact on the high demand for mass transportation. Currently the number of difabel in the main city of Yogyakarta alone is 4,527 of a total population of 457,668. When summed with other areas such as Bantul Regency and Sleman Regency it would be even greater, especially when coupled with Gunung Kidul Regency and Kulon Progo regency where many difabel have not been recorded by the local Department of Social Affairs. Nationally, Yogyakarta Special Region accounted for the numbers of disabled in significant quantities, about 3.89%, or 25,090 people, consisting of 13,589 men and 11,461 women [1]. Such proliferation occurred significantly, especially after the earthquake in Yogyakarta in May 2006. The area is prone to natural disasters. Almost all kinds of natural disasters may occur in Yogyakarta, such as volcanic earthquakes, tectonic earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, floods and landslides. All these disasters could potentially increase the number of difabel [2]. So that the existence of difabel certainly cannot be denied and must be taken into consideration in any development process, especially to realize Yogyakarta as an inclusive city. In order to achieve that ideal, one of real indicators that must be provided is accessible public transportation services for everyone.
But in reality, the provision of public transportation services access, which is accessible for difabel is still very restricted both in the term of number and scope.

Many public facilities in Yogyakarta are still not giving broad access for difabel [3]. However, in reality this type of bus also has limitations in various aspects. First, there is the shelter design and position. The problems include very wide space between shelter door with a bus that stop, a very steep ramp and often directly adjacent to a flagpole, trees, or other objects, with very narrow entrance and ticket gates, until the furniture arrangement which are not friendly for difabel [4]. Second, there is the range of routes. This type of bus is only able to reach in the main roads through the route has been determined. So, difabel have difficulty to get to the shelter independently from their home. In general, it can be said that public transportation service in Yogyakarta is still not really accessible for difabel.

In these conditions, Difa City Tour and Transport or more popular called Ojek (motorcycle taxi) Difa presents innovative public transport services that are specifically reserved, piloted, and intended for difabel, despite the fact that the public can also use this service. Ojek Difa becomes more special than the others because their motor vehicles used has been modified into a tricycle and have an extra seat for passengers that are able to load the wheelchair without being folded. In fact, this is the first time that has happened in the world, so that’s why researchers are determined to examine more deeply about the rising of Ojek Difa, what are the impacts toward difabel life in Yogyakarta Indonesia, and whether the rising popularity of Ojek Difa is appropriate with the local wisdom.

II. THEORETICAL REVIEW
A. Difabel vs. Disability

Applying the term of disability or difabel is still debated which term has better meaning than the other. So far until now, both are still used in Indonesia. In legality, the Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 8 of 2016 had used the term of disability. But in the academic perspective, actually the term of disability is not appropriate. It is because both disability and difabel have different meanings. The term of disability refers in two words, namely dis and abilities, which means the inability to do something like normal human beings [5]. While, the term of difabel refers to two different words, namely differently and abled, which means the person that is differently able to do something like others human being [6].

The term of difabel was first proposed by Mansyur Fakhk and Setya Adi Purwanta, who is a blind person from Yogyakarta. Difabel is a new term which was used to replace the term of disability [7]. The term of difabel is proper to use because it has several factors. First, to change the term of disability which has connotation that is less humanizing. Second, it serves to shift the standardization of physical normalistic as reality and standard measured size of human life. Third, it acts as an effort to not put a person as inferior to another person. Based on these considerations, in this study, the author is agreed to use the term of difabel rather than disability. The term of difabel will be discussed in realizing an inclusive life in Yogyakarta and placing the difabel as a subject of development.

B. Inclusive Concept

Basically, the term of inclusive is not something new for Indonesian people, especially in Yogyakarta. The concept of inclusive emerged from an anxiousness about the social exclusion for difabel. The inclusiveness is an integral part of human rights issues. It is because human rights are rights that are inherent in every human being without exception. Inclusive is understood as a condition that ensures full participation of every human being with various differences, through a range of accommodations that should be done as needed [8]. Or in other words, the approach used should be revised and harmonized with the discourse of rights that are considered able to answer the needs and sense of justice for all including the disabled [9].

The key aspects in inclusive concept include: openness, equality, and respect for differences as diversity. Openness, which means everyone feels safe and comfortable, getting the rights and could carry out its obligations. Everyone has the right to equal opportunity, has the dignity as a person, including regarding independence and free from dependence which can cause it not be able to grow. To support it, difabel need adequate infrastructure to move independently. One of the tools that play a vital role is transportation. As a result, the existence of an inclusive public transport services are very important and strategic.

C. Public Transportation Service

Public service is any activity which is undertaken by the government for a number of human beings who will profit from such activities in a gathering or unity and offer satisfaction even though the results are not related to a physical product [10]. The ideal concept is public services provided by the government to the public should be accessible to everyone without exception. But in fact the government bureaucracy often is not paying attention to the needs of marginalized groups, including difabel [11]. The government bureaucracy tends to favor the interest-oriented groups that occupy the mainstream. So inclusiveness becomes a value that is often overlooked in the public service. Public sector bureaucracy, on the other
hand is often considered too big, too conservative, too politicized, and too wasteful [12].

In this study, the public service will be be specified in the transportation sector. In Yogyakarta, although the government still continues to pursue the improvement of mass transportation, but in fact many problems still make it prohibitive. For an example is the Trans Jogja mode which until now is still being featured. Since the beginning, Trans Jogja is designed to be used by all the citizens, including facilitating the difabel [13]. But in its implementation, various barriers are still strongly felt by the difabel. So it can be said that the existence of public transportation in Yogyakarta is not presently really able to answer the needs of the difabel.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

This research is based on a qualitative type and descriptive approach. With the qualitative approach, this type of study is expected to be able to describe fully the subject of research, so as to describe the desired focus of the study, namely address issues that have been formulated and meet the objectives of the study. Qualitative method is the chosen type for this research, as a set of non-statistical inquiry techniques and processes used to gather data about social phenomena [14]. Qualitative research concentrates on the study of social life in its natural setting. Its richness and complexity mean that there are different ways of analyzing social life, and therefore there are multiple perspectives and practices in the analysis of qualitative data [15]. Qualitative research also involves the studied use and collection of a variety of empirical materials that describe problematic moments such as: case study, personal experience, interview, observational, historical, visual text documentation, or interaction. In this study, the researcher uses the data analysis model of Miles and Huberman, which is called the interactive model. Data analysis techniques of Miles and Huberman consist of four activities, namely: data collection, data reduction, data display, and drawing conclusions [16].

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Public Transportation Problem in Yogyakarta

Mass transportation is one form of public services provided by the government to provide transportation services to the people who are living in Yogyakarta. The need for access to affordable transportation to reach out and become something that can not be separated from public life. Transportation has a significant role in the social, economic, political, and other activities. In order to achieve quality public services, the Government of Yogyakarta Special Region (DIY) continues to strengthen infrastructure development quality and accessibility to all citizens of Yogyakarta, including difabel, with inclusive public transportation.

For difabel, public transportation has a very significant role in their life because they have some limitation in the physical and mental health. Most of difabel persons are suggested to not drive their own transportation mode (bicycle, motorcycle, and car). They can use public transport to help their activity. From the aspect of transportation modes there are few mass transit strategically located in Yogyakarta, such as the Trans Jogja bus. Since public transport is fairly inexpensive and able to reach different locations the presence of Trans Jogja Yogyakarta is welcomed by the whole community, not least by difabel persons. Trans Jogja can contribute in providing appropriate public transportation services for the difabel. For example, by providing a chair that can be folded as needed throughout the fleet and the construction of shelters with the concept that can be accessed independently by difabel.

In reality, the provision of such facilities do not necessarily make it easier for difabel. In fact, the provision of such facilities are lacking attention to accessibility for difabel as a user service. For an example many difabel still have difficult experiences in accessing the Trans Jogja. For wheelchair users, various problems arise when they try to access the Trans Jogja. The problems arise, namely: the space is too wide between the bus stop (shelter) and bus; a ramp is too steep and often directly adjacent to the flagpole, trees, or other objects without any space sufficient; entrance and ticket gates were too narrow; and the arrangement of furniture in the buses is still lacking of hospitable access for difabel. Furthermore, the space is too wide between the bus stop and can threaten the safety of a blind person and semi-ambulant patients (trouble walking but do not need a wheelchair) when going up or down from the Trans Jogja bus. Steepness of the ramp that barely reached 45 degrees also makes it difficult for wheelchair users to access independently or even assisted families who pushed the wheelchair. Thus, the existence of Trans Jogja for difabel is still with limited repaired records.
Based on the standard facilities for difabel in Article 5 of the Standard Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities in 1993 published by United Nations General Assembly, stated that the ideal ramp should have a size of 1 to 12 to 1 to 15 between the high and the base. Moreover, the position of the ramp which often borders on objects in the vicinity such as flagpoles, trees, flower pots and others is increasingly difficult for wheelchair users. The size of the door on the Trans-stop Yogyakarta were average sized 82.5 to 100 cm also makes it difficult for the difabel. Coupled with the ticket gate that is also quite narrow if reserved for the difabel which is about 46-60 cm. Of course this is very difficult for users’ tools such as crutches to walk (walking aid) or rollerblading. Such conditions seem trivial to society in general. But for those difabel, especially wheelchair users, this is a very crucial issue. Limiting their access to public transportation.

Besides Trans-Yogyakarta, another public transportation that is also hard to reach by difabel is train. In Yogyakarta Railway Station (Tugu Station), the ramp entrance to the station is still too steep, and it can not allow it to be accessed independently by difabel. In the provision of public transportation for the difabel in Yogyakarta, the difabel are still positioned as an object, due to the fact that difabel are less involved in the process of providing the mass transportation in Yogyakarta.

B. Positioning Difabel as Transportation Subject

In Law No. 8 of 2016 on Disability, the central and local government is mandated to fulfill the 22 rights of the difabel, of which one of them is the right to access the inclusive public service. To fulfill these rights is certainly not an easy job for the government. Especially at this time not all local government can fulfill the rights of difabel as a priority agenda. It must be recognized that the Government of DIY has given the most attention in the fulfillment of the rights of the difabel. But the real conditions showed that there are still many barriers that make it difficult for the difabel to move independently. As a result, they are forced to work harder to be able to carry out daily activities.

Generally, the difabel in Yogyakarta have some of the following characteristics, namely: nearly 89% live in rural areas; came from a poor family (lack of socioeconomic and health level); low education level; low level of human resource productivity; additionally, some of difabel still have psychological problems such as not daring to leave their house because of shame, self-esteem, and fear; the persistence of social barriers such as discrimination in the family and society; and the existence of physical barriers, namely the unavailability of many public facilities, which are accessible for difabel. By looking at these characteristics, you can imagine how they have a lot of problems in their lives. This leads to the difficulties when they get a job, and also influence the level of their welfare and independence. Though there exists the availability of the workforce with high quality still they will depend also on the presence or absence of employment opportunities [17]. Moreover, the disabilities that have a variety of impairments will also affect their chances of getting a good job.

Basically, the difabel are entitled to get a job in the formal sector. Based on Law No. 4 of 1997 in Article 14 mentioned that persons with disabilities (difabel) have a quota of one percent of every 100 people who work in an institution or company. In fact, according to Law No. 13 of 2003 on Labor Article 1 stated that the workforce including the difabel should be granted access. The Government of DIY has also responded to the publication of DIY Local Government Law No. 4 of 2012 on the Protection and Fulfilling the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The result is now the Department of Manpower and Transmigration DIY noted there are about 23 companies which employ difabel based on monitoring conducted annually. But unfortunately the number of jobs and quotas provided in the formal sector is not proportional to the number of disabled in Yogyakarta. Thus, access to a job continues to be very limited.

Seeing this condition, it does not mean difabel will just accept their conditions. They will try to make other effort to change and improve their life condition. It is because every human is born and present in the world has many capitals, such as sense of purpose and organs that support their daily activities like: hands, feet, mouth, ears, eyes, and others [18]. Although, the difabel have different mental and physical conditions, it does not mean they do not have ability and motivation. This is perceived and performed also by Triyono who was the founder of Ojek Difa. Triyono had the experience of looking for work in the informal sector that would accept him. Triyono tried to apply for a job in on-line motorcycle taxi as driver who is currently emerging and developing in Yogyakarta. After registering, Triyono was rejected by the management Online Motorcycle taxi. Rejection occurred because his physical ability has limitations and he was not assessed in accordance with the standards of the driver who is wanted by the Management Online Motorcycle taxi.

Departing from Triyono’s experience, Triyono did not give up and despair. Being a difabel for Triyono is the same as a normal person who can be active in their activities. Because of being difabel, which is limited only physical or mental, but it is not mean, he can not do anything. Triyono explained how he had found a job but it was so difficult. He is not to be pitied and isolated by his condition. He tried to move on and find another way.
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to solve his problem. Triyono tried to create other innovation in the field of public transportation, especially for the difabel. Furthermore, Triyono created innovative program by creating special motorcycle taxi for the difabel. To finance the operation of this motorcycle taxi, Triyono asked financial help from the company's Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) fund. It is conducted in order to develop his plans that could be applied and useful to difabel. *Ojek Difa* service is expected to answer the needs of difabel in particular and will be a chance for others to get a job and income independently.

Interestingly, in the process of seeking financial funding, Triyono is not accepting donations from the government, state enterprises, or political parties. The goal is very simple, namely in carrying out the management of *Ojek Difa* be not burdened with the various agreements which can certainly reduce the rate of development *Ojek Difa* to go forward. So that convenience in the management of *Ojek Difa* is more central and becomes the basis of a service provider.

The name of Difa was adapted from the word of Difabel or in other words, differently abled. *Ojek Difa* started operations since 2015. In terms of transportation, the vehicle used by the motorcycle has been modified into a tricycle. Even for wheelchair users one can raise his/her chair on the passenger seat. Modifications were made designed to provide comfort and safety for drivers and passengers. Additionally for legality in driving, a driver of motorcycle taxi is required to have a driving license type D (SIM D). SIM D is published by the police that are specific to disabilities who meet the criteria in driving ability.

The rising popularity of *Ojek Difa* received a positive response from the various elements of society. As service users, groups with disabilities acquire shuttle service that allows them to interact with the community and the surrounding environment. Instead, as a service provider, driver of *Ojek Difa* can work through the provision of transport services. They no longer will be underestimated and social burden on society.

With the presence of *Ojek Difa* in Yogyakarta, the difabel group became the subject of inclusive development and no longer the object of inclusive development. They can contribute in providing accessible public transportation. Even now, the users or passangers of *Ojek Difa* are not only difabel persons, but the other persons who do not have special needs can also enjoy this service, ranging from teachers, physicians, board members, tourists, and others can enjoy when they are using this motorcycle taxi service. Thus, the longing for the realization of an inclusive public transportation can be realized by the presence of *Ojek Difa*. This innovation moreover became a homework for the Government of Yogyakarta to be able to provide inclusive public transport services which is accessible for all of the people in Yogyakarta.

### C. Pioneer of Inclusive Public Transportation Provider

Until now, *Ojek Difa* still remains the only public transportation service that is managed and piloted by the difabel. These motorcycle taxi services become a pioneer in providing inclusive public transport services in Yogyakarta. This initiative certainly can create independence of the difabel. In order to improve their service quality, *Ojek Difa* also becomes innovative and transformed by providing social media account such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, BlackBerry Messenger, and Yahoo Mail in order to provide convenience services for drivers and users in whole destination around DIY.

The management of *Ojek Difa* will be launching online applications that can be used in smartphones. This application can be downloaded via Google Play and App Store. The device will connect server applications between the driver and the user (passanger). Use of this application is expected to facilitate communication for shuttle services addressing the needs of modernity and globalization. The shuttle service is intended to reach inside and outside the city of Yogyakarta. In addition, the *Ojek Difa* are also developing other business services. There are two kinds of other services offered to users, ie: massage services by blind people and cargo services both inside and outside of DIY. In addition, this *Ojek Difa* also provides additional services for guided tourism destination tours around Yogyakarta.

In servicing rates were also relatively affordable. For shuttle service within the city there will be a charge of IDR 20,000 per five kilometers. If more than five kilometers, there will be additional cost of IDR 2,500 per kilometer. For massage services by blind people, the customers will be charged IDR 80,000 per hour. The cargo service will charge IDR 100,000. Furthermore, for

---

**Figure 2. Physical Appearance of Ojek Difa**

*Source: www.difacitytour.com, 2016 [19].*
the service of city tours cost starts at IDR 100,000 per package, with a maximum of four hours and presently only goes to four main tourism places. If the passenger needs to go around Yogyakarta, they will be charged around IDR 50,000 to 100,000 depending on the location where they visited.

For those services, Triyono is applying the profit-sharing system which does not suppress the driver of Ojek Difa. For transport and cargo services, the management of Ojek Difa will take 10% and 90% is given to the driver. For the city tour service, the management company will take 30% and 70% is given to the driver. For the massage service, the calculation is slightly different. Because these services, masseurs will be escorted by a driver to the user. For an agreed outcome 10% fis or management, 10% for the driver, and 80% for massagers. Usually the masseuse is also from an empowered group of blind people who have expertise in massaging.

With the profit-sharing system, both the management, the driver, and users (passanger) will receive the same benefits and are not disadvantaged in this service. Overall the service is available in the Ojek Difa apps, so the users can become used to accessing the Ojek Difa application services. This innovative step will certainly participate in involving difabel in Yogyakarta for getting work and filling their days with productive activities. Ojek Difa can be pioneer in movement action of difabel community and are able to contribute to other difabel and society through these services. This has become one of the business transformation of public transport services that are very likely to be further developed for these applications are more friendly to the blind person, because, in this application there are no audio services that can be heard by the user. Applications Ojek Difa also became a pioneer in the online services for inclusive public transport in Yogyakarta.

The existence of Ojek Difa should be the trigger for the Government of Yogyakarta and all relevant stakeholders to provide more space for the difabel to participate in planning the provision of transport facilities and infrastructure in Yogyakarta. As quoted and submitted by Haryadi Suyuti as the Mayor of Yogyakarta, the goal states that: "to realize the inclusive city not only in the form of local regulations, but more important is the involvement of difabel in a development town process". Thus, the provision of inclusive public transport services into a major agenda for the government of Yogyakarta to be able to work with various stakeholders to realize that there is involvement of the difabel in the development of inclusion Yogyakarta.

---

**D. Ojek Difa and the Javanese Local Wisdom**

Yogyakarta is a province full of Javanese local wisdom. One such local wisdom is - *migunani tumraping liyan* - which means being useful for others. No matter how small the kindness we do can have great importance for others and be useful for fellow human beings and make life more meaningful. The Java philosophy embodies a deep philosophy. But usually society sees what is useful for each other as more or less meaningless. Sometimes we are not ready to do good, because we think that we have not been able to find any material or acts that we do that much impact for people in need. Or when we had plunged into our ego, which considers the pros and cons of each act, forgetting the fact that all creatures of this world form a unity, without limits of family, religion, gender, race and ability.

The presence of Ojek Difa is a real effort made by the difabel in Yogyakarta for give the benefit to others. Limitations experienced by difabel do not prohibit nor deter their determination to work and charity. Their conditions do not necessarily make them desperate and just expecting for mercy from others. They are not only claiming their rights as stated in Law No. 8 of 2016, but also want to be able to actively participate in the fulfillment of these rights and be able to do this in such a condition that would make their action deemed more valuable. It can be concluded that the emergence Ojek Difa is in line and in harmony with the Javanese local wisdom - *migunani tumraping liyan*. They are not only giving beneficial services for the difabel community, but also inspiration for the whole society.

---

**V. CONCLUDING REMARK**

**A. Conclusion**

Ease of mobility or access becomes one of the most important rights for the difabel to participate fully in social life. Supporting one to get this right is the presence of public facilities that are accessible to the difabel group on various modes of transport. But in reality, the provision of public transport services facility provides less attention to accessibility for difabel users as a service. As an example difabel still have difficult experience in accessing the Trans Jogja Bus independently. It is the caused by several factors such as the infrastructure is not accessible, the number of fleets are insufficient, and the affordability route problem.

The presence of Ojek Difa has opened access to mobility and space activities by and for the difabel. This mode of transportation as an alternative solution to meet the needs of public transportation is more inclusive. This service can be enjoyed by everyone without exception and is the only one inclusive public transportation in the world that is managed and piloted by the difabel.

---
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provision of public transport services of the difabel is in harmony with the Javanese local wisdom - migunani tumraping liyan - which means be useful for others. These initiatives through Ojek Difa have had some positive impact, not only to improve the social-economic welfare of the difabel, but also can give the benefit to participate in providing transportation facilities accessible for everyone.

**B. Recommendation**

Based on these results, there are some recommendations. First, to the Government of DIY, in an effort to encourage infrastructure and transport facilities that are friendly for the difabel in the policy-making process, the government must make inclusiveness as one of the indicators. Therefore, the government should involve difabel directly. The gains of involving the difabel, among others: (1) the difabel community can provide input to the government and learn to understand the government's ability to fulfill the rights of difabel; (2) influence the government to choose policy priorities in order to fulfill their rights; (3) difabel become active citizens, so that the feeling of neglect, not to be heard can be negated. In the same time, the process is to prevent social exclusion for the difabel. Thus, in the policy-making process of transport or other public facilities are appropriately respectful and sensitive to the needs of difabel.

Therefore, the government as a provider of public facilities needs to give attention and support innovations that have been made by Ojek Difa, for example: (1) provide the capital or soft loans without onerous agreement, for example in the development of the fleet; (2) provide for the training of traffic to driver of Ojek Difa; and (3) providing difabel-friendly infrastructure. Thus, public transport services will no longer discriminate against the difabel group. The emergence Ojek Difa in Yogyakarta hopes to inspire other local governments to replicate this innovation in their respective areas.

Second, we provide encouragement to society as a whole. Society should appreciate the innovative measures produced by the difabel. The society can show their appreciation to them so that there is no longer a negative stigma envisaged when interacting with difabel. Communities need to eliminate all forms of discrimination toward the difabel in various fields, not only in the field of public transport, but in other fields such as health, education, law, economics, employment, population, and so forth. Our shared goal is to create an equal relationship.
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